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EPISODE 11: Success Traits
“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then is not an act, but a habit” - Aristotle
SUCCESS TRAITS
This is not a definitive list, but 11 things that we will discuss that can really set you on your way to
success
1. BELIEF IN SELF AND YOUR ABILITY
−
−
−
−

A big point of difference between people who do succeed, and those that do not, can be
traced back to their beliefs about themselves e.g. the stories they tell themselves about
themselves
In a sense they are saying “I can” vs “I can’t”
Why this is important is because belief brings commitment and persistence particularly at
times during the journey when you will be challenged, or obstacles will show up
Focus in the language that you use, and that will be a major indicator of your beliefs

2. BEING FOCUSED
−
−
−
−
−

On the specific intention and outcome, you are after
Lasering in and being focused on your highest priorities, and your productivity can be
improved by reducing or eliminating distractions
Particularly if you are doing deep planning and thinking work, the constant distractions take
you out of these productive zones
A note about multitasking here is that is not as effective as people think it is .
A study in the Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance ( Vol
27, No 4) indicates that multitasking may actually be less efficient - especially for
complicated or unfamiliar tasks because it takes extra time to shift mental gears any time a
person switches from task to task

3. CONFIDENCE
−
−
−
−

In self, and in their ability to produce
There is a difference between confidence and competence
Some people gain confidence having done something many times because they are
competent.
The Key is to be confident even when you do not have all the answers when you may never
have done something before, but are confident in your ability to work it out

4. CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITY
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−
−
−

Ability to look at a situation and find a solution
Ability to adapt, innovate, challenge your initial assumptions or plans and find a solution
Right now, living through the fallout of the COVID19 Pandemic, this skill is invaluable

5. STAYING IN YOUR POWER ZONE
−
−
−

As Business grows, it is important to be able to delegate for productivity and efficiency
Realising that you cannot do it all by yourself, and that it is important to ask for help, and to
pass over responsibilities to your team
This allows you to focus on the tasks you are best suited to and for, and optimises your
productivity

6. AN ABILITY TO LET GO OF THE PAST
−
−
−
−
−

Along the path to success, there may have been several things you may have been
challenged by, hurt by, and wounded by, e.g. relationships, previous setbacks, and failures
It is important to let go of the past, for you to move forward otherwise you are bringing that
experience with you, like a ball and chain
In the literature they call it “emotional tagging” where your current responses and decisions
are influenced by the unreconciled and unresolved wounds and experiences of the past
Some of the things that you may need to let go of in order to move ahead are “unforgivable”
These are the things you must let go of the most, for you are doing this for you. To release
yourself from the hurt, anguish, and toll it may have taken on you

7. FOCUSED ON RESULTS
−
−
−
−

A close eye on the results of your actions and progress
Business and management leader, Peter Druker says “What gets measured gets managed”
Building in Key Performance Indicators (KPI) to let you know how you are tracking
Reading and acknowledging your results, and having a willingness to change your approach
if what you are doing is not working for you

8. COMMUNICATION SKILLS
−
−
−

To communicate clearly and effectively is important
To communicate your message with confidence goes a long way in having cohesion and trust
from your team as well as the ability to lead
Having the emotional intelligence to understand that different people respond to different
styles of communication, and how to adapt your communication style to who you are talking
to

9. RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
−
−
−

Develop and nurturing long term relationships in a business sense serves you well
You can do a lot by yourself, but at some point, you will come up against your own capacity
constraint
Collaborating with others, can amplify and accelerate your results, and open you up to
opportunities far greater and quicker than if you tried to do it all by yourself
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10. PERSONAL GROWTH
−
−
−
−
−
−

In many cases, your level of success will be determined by your willingness to do work on
yourself
Becoming aware of the parts of you, and your behaviours, and Beliefs that hold you back
Reading, doing programs, or hiring a coach to help you by highlighting your blind spots
Looking within to find the answers they are looking for
Realising that every time they make an excuse, they give their power away to the excuse
The beginning of transformation begins with awareness

11. ROUTINES / RITUALS
−

What do you do that allows you to be the best version of yourself?

Reference: Atomic Habits Book - James Clear

ACTION STEPS
1. Identify which (if any of the traits) mentioned above are things that if you focused on, could
set you up for an event greater level of success
2. What are three things that you could do today that could set you up for a greater level of
success

